10 Useful Places Hosting Informative Podcasts On Linux

Tutorials, books, videos and now podcasts, here’s yet another way to learn Linux.

Saturday, April 19, 2014: Podcasts are often very useful in order to learn about a particular topic. They provide a variety of perspectives on a particular topic and provide information that you may otherwise not find in regular tutorials and books. Here are ten very informative podcasts that you can watch!

1. **Ubuntu UK Podcast**
   This website features podcasts for Ubuntu users and fans. It brings the latest news and information about the Linux-based distro.

2. **FLOSS Weekly**
   This website has everything to do with Free Libre Open Source Software and nothing to do with dental floss!

3. **The Linux Action Show**
   This is a show that covers the newest information in the world of open source and Linux. It is an essential for open source fans.

4. **Going Linux**
   The home page of this website says: Once you become aware that there is a dependable, secure, capable, and modern computer system that rivals all others in popularity and actual use, you will want to try the Linux operating system on your computer. Perhaps you’ve been using any member of the Unix/Linux family - Linux, Android, ChromeOS, BSD or even OSX - for quite a while. You are likely looking for new ways to optimize your technology for the way you work. Going Linux is for computer users who just want to use Linux to get things done.

5. **Hacker Public Radio**
   This website hosts podcasts on “any topic that are of interest to hackers”. It urges its listeners to post their own podcasts as well.

6. **Linux For The Rest Of Us**
   This is from the website: A Linux podcast for anyone even remotely interested in Linux!

7. **Tux Radar Podcast**
   This is a website that hosts fortnightly podcasts coming from the Linux Format Magazine.

8. **Sourcetrunk**
   This is a monthly podcast that talks about the newest open source software that have been launched.

9. **GNU World Order**
   From the website: GNU World Order is an internet audio show about GNU, Linux, UNIX, and other technical and geeky topics. We release in the free Ogg Vorbis and Speex audio formats. We are happy that you are here.
Infotech News

- Here Are 8 Online Introduction & Course Links On TCPI/IP
- 8 Good Books On Robotics
- 8 Amazing Open Source Math Programs/Tools For You!
- 5 Good Console Based Process Viewers To Monitor Your System
- Indian Companies Ignoring Basic e-Waste Rules: Toxic Links

Press Release

- DivX Releases MainConcept HEVC SDK 3.0
- Newegg Partners With BitPay To Add Support For Bitcoin
- Samsung Wireless SMART Printers Now Available
- Manthan Wins 2014 Frost & Sullivan Innovation Award
- Larson Electronics Releases A Portable, Hazardous Location Light
- IEEE Supports Cybersecurity Efforts
- Reed Tech Strengthens Line Of Training
- IBM Delivers New Big Data Capabilities
- Zycus Solutions To Bolster Procurement With New Capabilities
- Global Metal Organic Chemical Vapor Deposition Equipment
- ElringKlinger AG Acquires Majority Stake In Brazilian Joint Venture
- Agilent Technologies Introduces Power Measurement Option For 3000C
- Agilent Technologies' New Dual-View Network Analyzers
- Flipkart And Karbonn Launch World's Thinnest Smartphone
- SAS® Advanced Analytics Scores Double Among Top 10 Tools
- Samsung Launches Galaxy Tab S With Android 4.4 KitKat OS
- HP Redefines HPC And Supercomputing With The Apollo Series
- Cloud Computing Market In Latin America Grows 15.7% YOY
- NASSCOM Partners With The Government To Promote IT
- Newly Announced Software PrettyRoutes Is A Game Changer
- IBM Delivers Cloud Computing Market In Latin America
- ISPIRT Envisions India As A Product Innovation Hub
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Tablet makers like Samsung want to beat the iPad by making 4K tabs. ...

Comments

- boxtropica said: "The most popular Linux distribution ..." on 6 Top Linux Desktops As Of Current ...
- Dustin said: "It honestly just looks like an ..." on Windows vs Mac vs Linux: The Pros ...

Events

- 19th Consumer Electronic Imaging Fair To Be Held On ...